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Abstract. Microarrays allow biologists to determine the gene expres-
sions for tens of thousands of genes simultaneously, however due to bi-
ological processes, the resulting microarray slides are permeated with
noise. During quantification of the gene expressions, there is a need to
remove a gene’s noise or background for purposes of precision. This paper
presents a novel technique for such a background removal process. The
technique uses a gene’s neighbour regions as representative background
pixels and reconstructs the gene region itself such that the region re-
sembles the local background. With use of this new background image,
the gene expressions can be calculated more accurately. Experiments are
carried out to test the technique against a mainstream and an alternative
microarray analysis method. Our process is shown to reduce variability
in the final expression results.
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1 Introduction

The invention of the microarray in the mid-90’s dramatically changed the land-
scape of modern day genetics research. The devices allow simultaneous real time
monitoring of expression levels for tens of thousands of genes. One of these so-
called “gene chips” contains probes for an organism’s entire transcriptome. The
different conditions or cell lines render a list of genes with their appropriate
activation levels. These gene lists are then analysed with the application of var-
ious computational techniques, for example clustering [1], or modelling [2] such
that differential expressions are translated into a better understanding of the
underlying biological phenomena.

A major challenge with any real-world data analysis process is how to address
data quality issues effectively. Although microarray hardware is engineered to
very high tolerances, noise (henceforth “noise” and “background” are synony-
mous) will be introduced into the final output slide. This noise can take many
forms, ranging from common artefacts such as; hair, dust and scratches on the
slide, to technical errors like; the random variation in scanning laser intensity or
the miscalculation of gene expression due to alignment issues. Alongside these
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technical errors there exist a host of biological related artefacts; contamination
of complementary Deoxyribonucleic Acid (cDNA) solution or inconsistent hy-
bridisation of the multiple samples for example.

Unfortunately, these images are expensive to produce and the current climate
is such that “bad” experiment sets must still be analysed, regardless of their
quality. Whereas such poor images could simply be discarded in other fields, here,
an image must yield some knowledge irrespective of how small. It is common
practice throughout then to implement some form of duplication in-situ such
that correction tasks can take place during downstream analysis. Much work in
the field therefore focuses on post-processing or analysing the gene expression
ratios themselves [1,3,4,5,6,7] as rendered from given image sets, which means
there is relatively little work directed at pre-processing or improving the original
images to begin with [8,9].

Microarray images are full of background signal that is of no real interest specif-
ically to the experimental process. Nevertheless, these artefacts can have a detri-
mental effect on the identification of genes as well as their accurate quantification.
There are many reasons for this, the most critical of which is due to the similar
intensity levels seen between noise and a gene (due to inappropriate DNA binding
sites for example). In this paper, we present an algorithm that attempts to remove
the biological experiment from the image. In this context, the biological experiment
consists of the gene spot regions. Put another way; imagine the image is made up of
two separate layers. The bottom layer consists of the glass substrate material upon
which the gene spots are deposited onto to begin with. The top layer on the other
hand consists of the gene spots. Removal of the biological experiment regions is to
clear the top layer such that the hidden regions of the bottom layer can be seen.
In effect, this removal process is equivalent to background reconstruction and will
therefore produce an image which resembles the “ideal” background more closely
in experimental regions. Subtracting this new background from the original im-
age should yield more accurate gene spot regions. The reconstructed expressions
are contrasted to those as produced by GenePix [10] (a commercial system com-
monly used by biologists to analyse images) and O’Neill et al. [9] (one of the first
reconstruction processes implemented to deal with microarray image data).

The paper is organised in the follow manner. First, we formalise the problem
area as it pertains to real microarray image data sets and briefly explain the
workings of contemporary approaches in the next section. Section Three dis-
cusses the fundamental idea of our approach with the appropriate steps involved
in the analysis. In Section Four, we briefly describe the data used throughout
the work then detail and evaluate the tests carried out for the synthetic and
real-world data. Section Five summarises our findings, draws out some relevant
conclusions and defines future considerations and directions.

2 Background

Regardless of the specific techniques used to assist with downstream analysis of
microarray image data, all of them have similarities due to the nature of the
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problem. For example, the techniques require knowledge of a given gene spot’s
approximate central pixel as well as the slide’s structural layout. A boundary
is then defined around the gene spot and background pixels with the median
of these regions taken to be foreground and background intensities respectively.
Then, the background median is subtracted from the foreground and the result
is summarised as a log2 ratio. Other bounding mechanisms include pixel parti-
tioning via histogram [3,11] and region growing [12,13] functions with a detailed
comparison of the more common approaches given in [8]. The underlying as-
sumption for these mechanisms is that there is little variation within the gene
and background regions.

Unfortunately, this is not always the case as seen in Fig. 1a generally, which
depicts a typical test set slide (enhanced to show gene spot locations) with a
total of 9216 gene regions on the surface and measuring ∼5000×2000 pixels. A
good example of the low-level signal produced in the image can be seen in the
close-up sections, where problems such as missing or partial gene spots, shape in-
consistencies, and background variation can be seen. Such issues are highlighted
in more detail in b and c where the scratch and background illuminations around
the presented genes change significantly.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1. Example Images: Typical test set Slide Illustrating Structure and Noise (a) and
Sample Gene, Background Locations for GenePix Valleys (b) and ImaGene Circles (c)

What is needed is a more specific background determination process that can
account for the inherent variation between the gene and background regions. Tex-
ture synthesis represents a possible avenue for such background reconstruction
processes. An established reconstruction technique is that as proposed by Efros
et al. [14] whereby a non-parametric process grows a reconstruction outwards
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from an initial seed pixel, one pixel at a time via Markov Random Fields. The
Bertalmio et al. [15] approach on the other hand attempts to mimic techniques
as used by professional restorers of paintings and therefore works on the principle
of an isotropic diffusion model. Moreover, Chan et al. [16] greatly extended the
work of [14] and others to propose a curvature model based approach. However,
microarray images contain thousands of regions requiring such reconstructions
and are therefore computationally expensive to examine with the highlighted
techniques. In an attempt to overcome such time restrictions (although not fo-
cused at microarray data itself) Oliveira et al. [17] aimed to produce similar
results to [15] albeit quicker, although as we shall see the approach loses some-
thing in translation.

One of the first reconstruction techniques applied specifically to microarray
images is that as proposed by O’Neill et al. [9] which utilises a simplification
of the Efros et al. [14] technique. In this context, a gene spot is removed from
the surface and recreated by searching a known background region and selecting
pixels most similar to the known border. By making the new region most similar
to given border intensities it is theorised that local background structures will
transition through the new region. However, the best such a process has accom-
plished in this regard is to maintain a semblance of valid intensities, while the
original topological information is lost. The next section describes a technique
that attempts to address some of these issues, e.g. retention of topology, process
efficiency, and edge definition in a more natural way.

3 A New Analysis Technique

In this work, we have proposed Chained Fourier Image Reconstruction (CFIR), a
novel technique that removes gene spot regions from a microarray image surface.
Although this may seem counter-intuitive (the gene spots are the elements of
value in a microarray after all), the successful removal of these regions leads
to more accurate or natural looking background surfaces, which can be used to
yield yet more accurate gene spot intensities. Techniques such as O’Neill work in
the spatial domain exclusively and essentially compare all gene border pixels to
those of the local background to produce appropriate pixel mappings. Although
this works well, such brute force methods are typically expensive with respect to
execution time. However, if we harness the frequency domain along with more
traditional spatial ideas we can render a reconstruction that inherently deals
with the issues (illumination, shading consistencies etc) more efficiently.

Taking the diagram of Fig. 1b as our reference, let us now detail the CFIR pro-
cess outlined in Table 1. Initially due to the nature of the microarraying process,
gene spots can be rendered with different shapes and dimensions, both individu-
ally and through the channels. Therefore, a generic window centred at the gene
(as determined by GenePix) can be used to capture all pixels pxy within a spec-
ified square distance from this centre, where (x,y) are the relative coordinates
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of the pixels in the window centred at pixel p. Window size is calculated directly
from an analysis of the underlying image along with resolution meta-data if
needed. The window can then be used to determine the appropriate srcList and
trgList pixel lists (foreground and background) accordingly. Note that in the
current implementation, the background region resembles a square as defined by
the outer edges of the diamonds in Fig. 1b.

With the two lists (srcList, trgList) in place a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
is applied to both lists independently (as highlighted in lines 2∼4). If f(x,y) for

Table 1. Pseudo-Code of Chained Fourier Transform Reconstruction Function

Input

srcList : List of gene spot region pixels

trgList : List of sample region pixels

Output

outList : srcList pixels recalibrated into trgList range

Function fftEstimation(srcList,trgList):outList

1. For each gene

2. srcMask = fourier transform srcList members

3. trgSample = fourier transform trgList members

4. recon = srcMask * trgSample // to generate initial reconstructed surface

5. While doneIterate = 0

6. recon = fourier transform initial reconstructed surface

7. reconPhase = phase elements of reconstructed surface

8. minimum recon element = smallest element in the trgSample surface

9. recon = inverse fourier transform merged recon and reconPhase surfaces

// such that subtle characteristics are retained

10. recon elements ≤0 = smallest element in srcMask

11. recon elements ≥65535 = largest element in srcMask

12. reset non-gene pixels in recon = trgList

13. if difference between recon and trgSample ¡tolerance

14. doneIterate = 1

15. End If

16. End While

17. outList = reconstructed region

18. End For

End Function
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x;y=0,1,...,M-1;N-1 respectively denote the M×N image region, the digital FFT
for F(u,v) can be defined as

F(u,v) =
x=0∑

M−1

y=0∑

N−1

f(x,y)e−j2π( ux
M + vy

N ) (1)

where (u,v) represent the frequency coordinates of their spatial (x,y) equivalents.
Note the inverse transform is computed in much the same way. The real R,
imaginary I and phase φ components of the resulting FFT spectrum can then
be broken up according to

|F(u,v)| =
[
R2(u,v) + I2(u,v)

] 1
2 , and (2)

φ(u,v) = tan−1
[

I(u,v)
R(u,v)

]
, respectively (3)

Global features of the image regions (repeating patterns, overall region in-
tensity etc) thus become localised within the frequency spectrum, while non-
repeating structures become scattered. Retaining this phase information in the
reconstructed region is crucial as this has the effect of aligning global features
(much the same as the isotropic diffusion approach of [15] does for example) and
as such presents subtle surface characteristics (illumination and shading features
etc). In order to capture this subtle intensity information within the background
(trgList) region and allow the gene spot (srcList) area to inherit it, a simple min-
imisation function is used (as per lines 7∼9). More complicated criteria could be
computed in this regard but after critical testing it was found that the minimum
of the region produces good results and is thus used at present

R(u,v) = minimum |srcList(R), trgList(R)| (4)

The final stage of the algorithm (lines 10∼12) replaces modified background
(trgList) pixels within the gene spot (srcList) area with their original values. Re-
call, the FFT function disregards spatial information, which means subsequent
modifications (like the minimiser function) could well change inappropriate pix-
els with respect to the reversed FFT of line 9. Therefore, the original non-gene
spot pixels must be copied back into the modified regions such that erroneous
allocations are not propagated through the reconstructed region during the next
cycle.

The actual convergent criterion as highlighted in line 13 can be determined by
the mean squared error (MSE) or other such correlation methods between the re-
constructed and background regions. Generally though, the MSE falls rapidly over
the initial iterations and thenceforth slows until a minimum is reached. Conversely,
the correlation coefficient approach would be expected to rise rapidly over the ini-
tial iterations and then slow as convergence approaches. Regardless however, the
tolerance criterion guarantees termination of the reconstruction process when it-
erative changes are at a minimum. In practice, tolerance is calculated such that
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Chained Fourier Transform Example: Original Image (a), Reconstructed O’Neill
(b) and CFIR (c) Regions

the absolute difference (for the gene spot (srcList) pixels specifically) between all
original and reconstructed pairs (for an individual region) are monotonically de-
creasing. Such monotonicity helps with retention of illumination and tone infor-
mation that would otherwise be lost. Fig. 2 presents a sample-reconstructed region
from the Fig. 1a image as processed by the techniques.

Application of frequency and spatial methods when applied separately to such
problems can work well (see Fig. 2b for example) but there are better ways to
carry out such processes. The formulation as described for CFIR allows us to
inherently combine advantages from both the frequency and spatial domains
such that reconstructed regions not only retain implicit domain information
but, are processed faster than contemporary methods. Related to this implicit
domain information (and suggested in Fig. 2bc) is the problem of correct edge
classification. Generally however, CFIR improves handling and production of
results accordingly as will be seen in the next section.

4 Experiments

This section details the results of numerous experiments that were designed to
test empirically the performance and differences between the O’Neill and CFIR
algorithms with respect to GenePix. Although there are many ways that such
performance characteristics can be distilled, for this work the focus is on the
resulting median expression intensities. These intensities become the raw gene
expressions (as used in post-analysis [1,3,4,5,6,7] work for example) and therefore
render overall insight into the reconstruction event. In addition, these values
allow us to drill down into a particular gene spots repeat set and as such help
clarify reconstruction quality.

As it is not possible to determine the optimal background for a gene spot
region, the best validation in this context would seem to be to compare against
rebuilt background regions. Such a comparison renders a clearer understanding
of the reconstruction characteristics. To aid in this, 64 synthetic gene spots (SGS)
were created and placed into existing background regions of the Fig. 1a image. If
the reconstruction processes were to perform in an ideal manner, the SGSs would
be removed from the slide such that these SGS regions are indistinguishable from
their local surrounding region.
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With the potential errors inherent in the GenePix background generation
thus highlighted, the next stage of testing involved determining how these errors
translate onto the reconstruction of real gene spots. Experiment two therefore
examines the median intensities of the control gene spots for all blocks across
the Fig. 1a image and the entire test set. Finally, experiment three carries out
an explicit comparison between the techniques and thus yields the gained im-
provements (or not) of a particular technique as compared with GenePix.

Note that all of the images used in this paper were derived from two experi-
ments conducted using the human gen1 clone set data. These two experiments
were designed to contrast the effects of two cancer inhibiting drugs (PolyIC and
LPS) onto two different cell lines, one being normal (control, or untreated) and
the other the treatment (HeLa) line over a series of several time points. In total,
there are 47 distinct slides with the corresponding GenePix results present.

The first experiment is designed to determine how well the reconstruction
process can remove a synthetic gene from the image. When removed, the new
region can be compared to the original with the difference calculated explicitly.
Fig. 3 distils this difference information into a clear plot by calculating the aver-
age absolute pixel error for the SGS regions, as determined by the reconstruction
techniques.

Fig. 3. Synthetic Gene Spots: Average Absolute Pixel Error

In effect, the graph shows that on average, GenePix’s median sampling ap-
proach to background classification yields a potential intensity error of 177 flux
per pixel for an SGS region, while the other techniques yield smaller error es-
timates. A consequence of this is that downstream analysis based on GenePix
results directly must produce more erroneous gene expressions than realised.

The second experiment (with results as shown in Fig. 4) conducts the per-
formance evaluation of CFIR, O’Neill and GenePix using true gene spots. This
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experiment is particularly focused on the relationships between expression mea-
surements for all control repeat genes in the same slide (Fig. 4a) and across all
slides in the test set (Fig. 4b). In all cases the underlying assumption for re-
peated genes is that they (the genes) should have highly similar intensity values
(ideally) for a given time point, regardless of their location on the slide surface.
Although we would perhaps expect to see some differences in the values as the
time points increase over the duration of the biological experiments.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Real Gene Spot Curves: Absolute Medians for 32 genes over Fig. 1a (a) and
the Test set (b) Regions

The plots represent the absolute foreground median from both image channels
for the tested techniques. It is clear from Fig. 4a that CFIR outperformed the
other methods comfortably as far as the reduction of individual gene intensities
is concerned. However, for the saturated gene spots (gene 15 for example) the
estimation difference increases, although it is still closer than GenePix. Gener-
ally, for this particular image, CFIR outperformed both O’Neill and GenePix in
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relation to reconstruction with the specific residuals at 14514, 7749 and 13468
flux for GenePix, CFIR and O’Neill respectively. Indeed, as far as control data
is concerned the CFIR process reduced noise by ∼46%.

Plotting the entire 47-slide test set produces a cross-sectional average through
the data. The O’Neill and CFIR processes are much closer overall as compared to
the sample slide; however, there are subtle handling differences in the saturated
gene regions. Essentially, the intensity jump relationship for the saturated genes
has flipped, meaning that CFIR seems to cope with such issues in a smoother
way overall. The respective residuals for the entire test set are 10374, 7677 and
9213 flux respectively, which indicates that although not perfect, CFIR tends to
produce lower repeat scores in general. To be fair the O’Neill technique has im-
proved the overall score somewhat with respect to the individual image surface.
It is clear that reconstructing the true gene spot regions does have a positive

(a)

Time on Xeon 3.4GHz (hh:mm:ss)
Image GenePix O’Neill CFIR

Hela PolyIC t00(1a) 4:00:00+ 1:53:00 00:52:39
Hela PolyIC t05 4:00:00+ 1:58:00 00:58:15
Hela PolyIC t18 4:00:00+ 1:52:00 00:54:44

(b)

Fig. 5. Final Results Comparison: Matrix for test set showing difference in repeat ex-
pression fluctuations (a); GenePix, CFIR and Both techniques are assigned the colours
black, white and grey (∼10% difference) respectively and Sample Timing Chart (b)

effect on the final expression results but, not so obvious, are the ramifications
this reconstruction is having over the entire test set. Fig. 5a therefore plots a
comparison chart which shows explicitly the improvement (or not) of a partic-
ular reconstruction method as compared to the original GenePix expressions.
In addition, execution time plays a critical role in the reconstruction task, as
techniques need to run as fast as possible given the number of gene spots that
must be processed. Therefore, Fig. 5b presents a brief breakdown of the timings
required for the techniques to parse a small percentage of the entire test set.

The distinct banding occurring in gene regions 3∼8 and 16∼19 of Fig. 5a
are associated with saturated (or near background) intensities as created by
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the scanner hardware and suggest more work is needed with respect to these
genes. The non-banded genes on the other hand are indicative of the individual
reconstruction techniques being able to account more appropriately for gene
intensity replacement. Table 5b highlights the significant speed increase gained
by applying the CFIR process to reconstruction rather than the O’Neill and
GenePix methods.

5 Conclusions

The paper looked at the effects of applying both existing and new texture syn-
thesis inspired reconstruction techniques to real-world microarray image data. It
has been shown that the use of existing methods (which have typically focused
on aesthetic reconstructions) to medical image applications can be highly effec-
tive, however their output quality and processing time’s need to be significantly
improved. As for microarray-focused reconstruction, pixel fill order as applied by
the O’Neill technique plays a crucial role and should therefore be crafted with
greater care.

To overcome timing and accuracy issues, we proposed a novel approach to
reconstructing a gene’s background by attempting to harness an image’s global
information more intently along with the gene’s neighbour pixels. The proposed
technique takes advantage of the grouping concept of the frequency domain and
characterises global entities. At the same time, we use local spatial knowledge
of a gene to help restrict a constructed regions spread. Results obtained from
several experiments showed great improvement over a commonly used package
(GenePix) and a brute force approach (O’Neill). Specifically, not only was the
gene repeat variance reduced from slides in the test set, but in addition the
construction time was decreased ∼50% in comparison to O’Neill’s technique.

In future studies we wish to investigate gene spots that straddle strong
artefact edges along with general transition issues as they are subject to the
sub-allocation of replacement pixel(s). A transition edge will have a sharp yet
convoluted evolution that can influence the accuracy of a gene’s background.
Such inconsistencies render themselves in the surface as halos and it would
be beneficial if such halos were removed more appropriately. The artefact sub-
allocation problem on the other hand requires a subtle approach to correction
and we believe a weighted transition map would be more appropriate than the
current bivalence approach.
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